THAT WHICH ENDURES

JEWELED DRAGONFLY

A meditation on the eternal, this trinity knot
interweaves with a circle of marcasite, for a more
complex contemplation of love, truth and all that
endures through time. Sterling silver pendant on
18" chain; coordinating earrings. Ireland.
J20562 Encircled Trinity Knot Pendant $75
J10338 Encircled Trinity Knot Earrings $95
(see earrings at gaelsong.com)

The dragonfly shimmers with jewel tones as it skims over brook
and pond. The dramatic colors of this dragonfly jewelry—deep
shades of green, blue and purple—sparkle with crystals to
capture the radiance of the dragonfly in flight. Necklet with
antiqued chain adjusts 16-17". Latch-back earrings. Handmade
in USA by Anne Koplik.
J10657 Dragonfly Earrings $35 | J20936 Dragonfly Necklet $75

actual size

JOURNEY OF LIFE

NEW! A FAIR WIND

Set sail for summer! The
buoyant pleasure of sailing
across open water inspires this
top. Tied-fast open sleeves
catch the breeze, crinkle
cotton keeps you cool under
clear skies. Loose-fitting
tunic top features boat
neck, side vents on
hem. Imported. Cotton;
machine wash. Sizes
S-XL, 1X, 2X.
A60384 Turquoise
Open Sleeve Top $79

MOONLIGHT SPARKLES

The quiet drama of a midnight ocean, moonlight
sparkling on the gently rolling waves, is reflected
in this necklace. Multiple strands of deep blue
crystals sparkle with each subtle movement, while
suspended at the center, a dramatic luminous
mother-of-pearl pendant glows. 17" long; strong
magnetic clasp. Sold as a set with coordinating
latchback drop earrings.
J90009 Midnight Ocean Necklace and Earrings Set $80

“The journey is the destination—life is a beautiful ride.” Emblazoned
with a bicycle, this bag carries a reminder to enjoy the journey of life.
Made of recycled canvas military tents. Zip top, one zip interior pocket,
zip pocket in
front and one
on the stencildecorated back.
11" wide x 9½"
high; leather and
canvas strap
adjusts to 50".
B40136 The
Beautiful Ride
Bag $55

WARM SERENITY

FOR A RAINY DAY

A flight of dragonflies brightens a rainy day! In a vibrant pattern of blues and
purples inspired by Tiffany stained glass, this umbrella folds to 12" long, opens
to 24" high, 48" across. Matching cloth tote has zip top, one zip and one open
pocket. 19½" x 14½" x 6". Gift wrap and rush delivery not available for tote.
B90036 Dragonfly Umbrella $30
B40054 Dragonfly Tote $42

actual size

NEW! TRUE BLUE

EXCLUSIVE! Classic navy blue
takes an artful form in this
stretchy knit top, with ruching
on the sides for flattering
drape. Cap sleeves, jewel
neck. Rayon/spandex; machine
wash. Sizes S-XL, 1X, 2X, 3X. Made
in USA.
A60486 Ruched Navy Blue
Top $60

NEW! ERA OF ROMANCE

Walk through a dew-kissed early morning
garden, or linger by the water to watch
the sun go down. Stay cozy in this
exceptional take on the hoodie—
shirred lining turns the hood into
a graceful collar; half-moon
pocket openings repeat the
shirred trim. Zip jacket in
soft cotton with a touch of
spandex. Machine wash. 32"
long. Made in USA. Sizes
S-XXL. In Nebula, Blackberry,
Dark Olive or Raven.
A40021 Half-Moon
Pocket Hoodie $145

NEW! COOLER IN THE

SHADE

Take time to rest in the shade, admiring
the blooming flowers. These cool
linen pants in a muted dark blue are
a delightful aid to relaxation. Wide
legs for comfortable movement;
waistband is elastic in back, flat
in front, with sash in front to tie
in a pretty bow. Front pockets.
26" inseam. Linen; gentle
wash. Made in Italy. Sizes S/M
and L/XL.
A70087 Linen Pants
with Bow $70

Blackberry

The romance of a time gone by,
of stately homes and elaborate
gardens, is echoed in toilepatterned fabric. Great blue florals
on white bring an air of Regency
finery to this skirt; updated
with a modern fitted yoke that
slants at a rakish angle to a full,
swirly hem. Approx. 35" long.
Imported. Rayon; hand wash.
Sizes S-XL.
A50266 Blue & White Toile
Skirt $45

Dark Olive

Raven
Nebula
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